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Abstract

Metamorphosis in early animated cartoons often found motivation in chemistry or food science.  Felix the Cat and Oswald

the Lucky Rabbit could change the forms of objects and their own body parts simply by virtue of their plasticity as

drawings. But Disney’s success pursuing the illusion of life in his cartoons led animators to provide quasi-scientific bases

for morphing in their own moves toward realism. Often such shape-shifting resulted from the ingestion of a chemical

compound, generally concocted by a scientist or would-be scientist in a laboratory setting and administered with

(intended) negative effects. The lab setting and its iconographic equipment and attire contributed to the modernist thrust

of the cartoon. Science in the first half of the 20th century had discovered the effects hormones could have on physical

appearance as well as the possible mutagenic effects of radiation and certain chemicals, but chemically induced cartoon

transformations preceded many of those discoveries or at least general public awareness of them.  Instead, they derived

primarily from Robert Louis Stevenson’s 1886 The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Outside the lab setting, the

dynamic of the transformation and the nature of its agent differed significantly, with a prepared food item producing

(intended) positive results – e.g., Popeye and his spinach.  Lewis Carroll’s 1865 Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland provided

the model here in the size-altering foods Alice ingested.
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